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Envision Hampton Roads:
Visioning Session
In developing Envision Hampton Roads, the HRPDC will be
following a 6 step Community Based Planning approach. As
you are aware HRPDC has recently completed the first step in
the Envision Hampton Roads process which established the
region’s Values and Aspirations.

IT SUPPORT SOLUTIONS

Currently, HRPDC is working on the 2nd Step which is to establish a shared Regional Vision. The objective of this phase is
to establish a set of guiding regional vision principles and establish a regional vision statement. This will be accomplished
through a series of Visioning Sessions that will take place
throughout the region.

Steps in Building the Region’s Vision
Statement and Guiding Principles
Reflect on the Following:


Imagine Hampton Roads as "the best it can be" for 2035.


What does this region look like in 20-30 years?



What would your community be like if you had the
power to make it any way you wanted?



It’s 2035, you notice the cover story of the newspaper
or you pick up your favorite current events magazine
and it features Hampton Roads. What does it say?



What’s the latest news in the region?

Between 8:30-9:30am, on the third Thursday



How and where do people live?

of the months with an HRPDC meeting, the



What do they do for work?

The HRPDC Breakfast Club
The “HRPDC Breakfast Club” is an informal
opportunity to ask HRPDC staff and other
experts about a regional project or initiative.

HRPDC will provide breakfast in an open
house type setting allowing technical staff
and regional experts to answer questions,
review posters, maps and materials on a
different project each meeting. Join the
HRPDC Breakfast Club for a breakfast that

Develop a List of Guiding Principles:


Discuss ideas; determine common themes; agree on key
ideas/themes you feel are most important for the region.



Draft 3-5 regional achievements that you would like to see
realized 30 years from now.

nourishes body, mind and soul.
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